If RP" is a branched covering of S" with locally flat, orientable branch set, then n-1,3, or 7.
1. Introduction. Let M be a closed, orientable PL ^-manifold. A theorem of Alexander [2] states that every such manifold is a piecewise linear branched covering of the /i-sphere, S n , i.e. there is a finite-to-one open PL map /: M -> S n . The subset of M where / fails to be a local homeomorphism is called the singular set and the image of the singular set is called the branch set. Brand [4] suggests the problem of determining the values of n for which RP", real projective w-space, is a branched covering of S n with branch set a locally flat submanifold of S n 9 and he shows that if such a covering exists, then n = 2' ± 1. We show that the values of n can be further limited if the branch set is orientable. The converse of Theorem 1.1 is true in the cases n -1 or 3: the identity map provides a branched covering of S x and Hilden and Montesinos have shown, independently, that every closed, orientable 3-manifold is a branched covering of S 3 with branch set a locally flat 1-manifold, [6] and [9] . Theorem 1.1 shows that if the branch set is required to be orientable, n = 7 is the only open case. μ k (z) -z k for z e SO (2) and μ k (τ) = T for /I 0 \ τ
=lo -iJ
If k is odd, μ k and the Adams operation ψ k agree on 2-plane bundles, ( [1], p. 193) . There is a map, μ k : η -* μ k (η) , given in local coordinates by μ k {x, z) - (x, z k ) , where x E X and z G R 2 = C. The definition which follows is due to Brand, [4] . DEFINITION 2.1. A branched covering/: M^N, with locally flat branch set B and branch cover B -f~\B) 9 is called a normalized branched covering if If /: M -» N is a branched covering, then/1M -JB is a covering space map and, if the degree of this covering is /c, / is called a k-ίold branched covering. It is possible to visualize a &-fold, normalized branched covering in the following way. For each component B j of the branch set 2?, there is associated a partition of k, Σ% x l t k t -k, such that on part of f~\Bj) 9 the map / has the form f(x 9 z) = (f(x) 9 z kι ) in the local coordinates of the disc normal bundle, and this part of f\Bj)
is an /-fold covering of B J9 [4] . The integers k t are called the exponents of the branched covering. Each exponent is less than or equal to k 9 and so a normalized branched covering has only a finite number of distinct exponents.
For each integer k > 2, Brand defines a AΓ-theoretic characteristic class η k in KO(MO(2)) with the property that τ?^|BO(2) = γ -μ k (y) 9 where γ is the universal 2-ρlane bundle. Let B k = {x E B: f maps the fibre over x of the tubular neighborhood of B in M to the fibre over/(x) of the tubular neighborhood of B in TV by the map z -> z kι } 9 where k { is one of the exponents of/, 1 < / < m. For each /, 1 < Ϊ < m, let g 7 be the composite map (2.5) M^ŵ here c z is the collapsing map onto the Thorn space and h i is induced by the classifying map of the bundle \ \ B k .
The theorem below is due to Brand, ([4] , Theorems 0.1 and 6.4). The proof involves Brand's theorem that locally flat branched coverings of a fixed dimension are all pull-backs of a universal smooth branched covering, ([4] , Lemma 6.3) , the naturality of the stable block bundle τM -f*τN with respect to pull-backs, and Brand's Λ>theoretic necessary condition for smooth coverings, ([5] , Theorem 1). Our statement is slightly different than Brand's original statement. We wish to focus attention on the exponents of the branched covering, and so we have observed that it clearly follows from the construction of the universal smooth covering, ([4] , Lemma 6.3) , that the realization of a PL covering preserves local degree. THEOREM 2.6. (Brand, [4] τM-f*τN= Σ Λt.
A natural question now arises: Does formula (2.7) depend on the special PL structure for M which makes / a normalized branched covering? If one wants to use (2.7) to obtain information about branched coverings, there will typically be a strongly preferred stable tangent block bundle τM that one will want to use in (2.7). For example, if M and N are smooth manifolds, one might like to use the stable tangent bundle determined by a preferred smooth structure for M in (2.7). A form of (2.7) which does not depend on the PL structure of M can be obtained if stable block bundles are replaced by stable spherical fibrations. Before we can establish this fact, we need a preliminary lemma.
If M is a PL ^-manifold, a homotopy PL structure for M is a PL -manifold X together with a simple homotopy equivalence φ: M -> X. It is well-known that a block bundle determines a spherical fibration, ([10] , p. 23). If β is a stable block bundle over M, let J(β) denote the stable spherical fibration determined by β. In particular, if τX is the stable tangent block bundle of X, J(φ*τX) denotes the stable spherical fibration determined by φ*τX Proof. Set v -Φ*r x , where v x is the stable normal block bundle of X 9 and note that the homotopy PL structure φ: M -» X determines an element of the PL bordism group Ω π (Af, v) ([11] , p. 32), of degree +1. The homotopy PL structure ψ: Λf -» 7 determines an element of degree +1 in Ω Π (M, ?' )> where J>' = ψ**v Let J> M be the Spivak normal fibration of M, ([11] If X is a complex, taking spherical fibrations yields a homomorphism KO( Jf) -» /(X), ([7] , p. 211). The terms on the right-hand side of (2.7) are stable block bundles determined by elements of KO(M). It follows immediately from Lemma 2.8 and the fact that / preserves Whitney sums, thaΓthe image of the right-hand side of (2.7) under the /-homomorphism, /: KO(M) -> J(M) 9 is equal to J(rM -f*τN) 9 where ΊM -f*τN is the stable block bundle determined by any choice of PL structures for M and N. η Λi (M)= ft χ, be the Brand characteristic classes in KO(M) described above. If X is any complex, the tensor^ product operation on vector bundles makes KO( X) a ring with ideal KO(J0, ( [7] , p. 116). Our next theorem asserts that the product of any two Brand characteristic classes corresponding to distinct exponents must be zero. VIJ -* Σ^ίKOί^), ([7] , p. 116). To establish (3.5) , it is therefore enough to show that /* [(pr*c 7 )(pr*c 7 )] = 0, / Φj 9 \< i 9 j 9 k <m. This is clear since pr, © i k is the constant map at the basepoint 'ύiφk and the identity if i = k.
To prove Theorem 3.2, let c: M -> V,^, T(ξ\B k .) be the collapsing map into the one point union of the Thorn spaces determined by the exponents of the branched covering and note that (3.6) η where h i is the map in (2.5). Theorem 3.2 now follows from Lemma 3.4 if we set X t = Ί\l\B k ) 9 1 < / < m. It is interesting to compare Theorem 3.2 with a theorem concerning branched coverings and products of Stiefel-Whitney classes. Berstein and Edmonds showed that if M is spin (w 2 (M) = 0) and if there exists a branched covering f:M-*S n with locally flat branched set, then all the products of the Stiefel-Whitney classes of M are zero, [3] . Theorem 3.2 says that if M is a branched covering of any manifold with locally flat branch set, then the product of any two Brand classes corresponding to distinct exponents is zero.
4. The proof of Theorem 1.1. We will prove Theorem 1.1 by using (2.10) to show that if RP" is a branched covering with locally flat, orientable branch set and n ^ 1,3, or 7, then the branched covering must have more than two distinct exponents. It will then follow from Theorem 3.2 that the product of two Brand classes corresponding to a pair of distinct exponents must be zero and we will show JJiat this leads to a contradiction in view of the structure of the ring KO(RP") for every n φ 1,3, or 7 except n = 5. The next lemma eliminates this one additional case. The proof of the lemma involves the techniques used by Brand to prove his theorem that if RP" is a branched covering with locally flat 396 ROBERT D. LITTLE branch set of any manifold with trivial total Stiefel-Whitney class, then n = 2' ± 1, [4] and [5] . Proof. If £ even denotes the union of all ξ k for k even, we have Brand's formula, [4] and [5] , for the total Stiefel-Whitney class of τM -f*τN where/: M -» N is a branched covering with locally flat branch set, It follows from the work of Brand that there are orientable characteristic classes η k in KO(MSO (2)) such that η k \ BSO(2) = γ -μ k (y) 9 where γ is the universal orientable 2-plane bundle, ([5] , p. 2). Using the same symbols in the orientable and non-orientable cases will not cause any confusion in what follows.
If O (2) is replaced by SO(2) in Brand's construction, ([4] , Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 6.3), it is clear that it is possible to construct a universal smooth branched covering with orientable branch set. It follows that if /: M -> N is a branched covering with locally flat, orientable branch set, then each of the mappings g f . in (2.5) lifts to MSO (2) , that is, each Brand class of M is the pull-back of a universal orientable Brand class in KO(MSO (2)). The space MSO (2) is homotopically simple. In fact, MSO (2) is a K(Z, 2). It is therefore possible to compute the orientable Brand classes in KO(RP Π ). The group KO(RP") is a finite cyclic group generated by λ -1, where λ is the canonical line bundle over RP", ( [7] , p. 223). The proof of the following lemma is found in [8] . Before we can proceed, we need to know more about the ring KO(RP"). The order of KO(RP") is 2 φ(n \ where φ(n) is the number of integers in the set {s: 0 < s < n, s = 0,1,2,4 (mod 8)}, ( [7] , p. 223), and the ring structure is given by (λ -I) 2 = -2(λ -1), ([7] , p. 225). It is known that (τRP n ) = (n + l)λ, where the left-hand side of the equation is the stable isomorphism class of the tangent bundle determined by the standard smooth structure on RP", ( [7] , p. 17).
In the theorem below, the term ττ-manifold means a smooth, closed -manifold with stably trivial tangent bundle, such as S n . THEOREM 4.5. // RP n is a branched covering of a π-manifold with locally flat, orientable branch set, then n = 1,3, or 7.
Proof. Suppose RP n is a branched covering of a 7r-manifold N with locally flat, orientable branch set. It is known that N immerses in R* +1 with trivial normal bundle, i.e. TN θ 1 is the trivial n + 1 bundle. It therefore follows immediately from Theorem 2.9, the fact that the /-homomorphism/: KO(RP") -*JQlLP n ) is an isomorphism, ( [7] , p. 225), and the comments above that, in KO(RP"), m (4.6) (« + i)(λ-i)= Σ n kl (*P")> where k ξ9 1 < i < ra, are the exponents in a normalization of the branched covering.
Let p be the number of distinct even exponents with essential classifying map. It follows from Lemma 4.3 and formula (4.6) that n is odd and If n φ 1,3, or 7, it is clear that «+l£θ (mod2 ψ(w) ), ([7], pp. 219-221) . This is just the fact that RP n is a 77-manifold if, and only if, n -1,3, or 7. In fact, RP n is parallelizable if /i = 1,3, or 7. Therefore, if n φ 1,3, or 7, p ΞΞ i( w + 1) 5£ 0 (mod2 φ(π)~1 ), and so t > > 3. This means that there are at least three distinct even exponents with essential classifying maps. But Lemma 4.3 and the ring structure of KO(RP"), together with Theorem 3.2 imply that two distinct even exponents is an impossibility. If k t and k ; are distinct, then by Theorem 3. ,3,5, or 7, ([7] , p. 219). Since Lemma 4.1 eliminates n = 5, the proof is complete.
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